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GIDA-80/40-TWR .315 .220 -- 1.231 .200 -- .1575 n

RCGT-0602MO-VM-CB2 .236 .110 .094 -- -- -- -- n

RCGT-10T3MO-VM-CB2 .394 .173 .156 -- -- -- -- n

VCGT-332-CB2
.375 .173 .187 .654

.197 .118 .031 n n

VCGT-333-CB2 .173 .118 .047 n n

VPGX-443-CB2 .500 .205 .250 .866 .173 -- .047 n n

VCGT-332-TWR
.375 .173 .187 .654

.235 -- .031 n

VCGT-333-TWR .235 -- .047 n

VPGX-443-TWR .500 .205 .250 .866 .235 -- .047 n
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Specifications are subject to change without notice. No responsibility for errors and/or printing errors will be accepted.

Available From:



Technical Information
Grades ISO Composition - Performance Application

Polycrystalline Diamond - PCD & TFC

PDC-S DP
Polycrystalline carbide reinforced diamond of coarse grit size, good edge sharp-
ness and low cutting pressure allowing close tolerances. Best performances for 
turning. High flank wear resistance and toughness.

Finishing, general purpose turning 
and milling of all non-metallics with 
medium to high content of abrasive 
reinforcement or silicon.

PDC-CU DP
Polycrystalline carbide reinforced diamond of very coarse grit size for extreme 
toughness. Very large segment thickness for maximum thermal conductivity and 
and edge stability.

General purpose to heavy roughing 
of all non-metallics with medium 
to high content of abrasive 
reinforcement or silicon.

TFC DP

Solid diamond with no structure. Cutting edge is extremely sharp and without 
microfractures generating no cutting pressure, allowing burr-free results with 
tolerances close to zero. Extremely flank wear resistant with maximum thermal 
conductivity, and good toughness.

Super finishing to roughing 
of all nonferrous metals and 
non-metallics with abrasive 
reinforcement or silicon.
(HSC - High Tech)

Chipbreaker Cutting Information D.O.C. (ap) FEED (ipr)

Designation Application Radius Min. - Max. Min. - Max.

CB2 General purpose machining. Strong, sharp cutting edge for high 
depths of cut and feed rates producing good surface quality.

0.031" 0.028" - 0.060" 0.006" - 0.012"

0.047" 0.032" - 0.080" 0.008" - 0.016"

TWR General purpose to heavy roughing. Very strong cutting edge for 
high depths of cut and feed rates.

0.031" 0.040" - 0.150" 0.012" - 0.030"

0.047" 0.040" - 0.150" 0.012" - 0.040"

“TFC” Thick Film CVD diamond. This outstanding new program of cutting tools 

from Becker has such extreme consistent hardness that its wear properties are 

anywhere from 2 to 10x that of PCD. This new diamond is grown in a chemical vapour 

deposition reactor in thicknesses of 0.5 mm-1.8mm which allows for a wide variety of 

milling tools and insert geometries. This pure diamond has no binders which allows 

extreme cutting edge sharpness giving you excellent surface finishes with virtually 

no cutting pressure. The absence of binders at the cutting edge allows for excellent 

thermal conductivity which reduces heat produced at the cutting zone. The extreme 

sharpness and the pure diamond cutting edge of the Becker “TFC” tools avoids 

chemical interactions with materials or cutting fluids which eliminates failures due to 

cutting edge erosion. This pure diamond maintains a sharper cutting edge far longer 

than that of the standard polycrystalline diamond tools. With this advancement in 

technology in cutting material, the technology to prepare the cutting tools has also 

evolved drastically. All of the “TFC” tips produced at Becker are adhered using a high 

vacuum brazing process that ensures excellent quality. Due to the extreme hardness, 

the cutting edge cannot be ground or eroded thus the Becker company has invested 

in High Tech lasers which not only prepare the cutting edges to the highest quality 

but also allows the 3D cutting edge geometries in various formations prepared in the 

same quality.

• Harder, more wear resistant 
  2 to 10x life of PCD
• Pure diamond (no binder) 
  no edge erosion or chemical interaction
• Highest thermal conductivity 
  lowest cutting temperatures
• Sharpest cutting edge 
  reduced cutting forces 
  smoother more consistent finish


